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The power 
of attraction

S model illustrated in Tonic Grey SPR model illustrated in Vitamin Red
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Styled by The Car Designer of the Century – Giorgetto Giugiaro – Korando is  

a perfect balance between sophistication and substance, looks and luxury. 

From the racy sports grille to the super styled interior, the twin exhaust pipes to the 

sports style steering wheel and 2.0 litre turbo charged diesel engine, Korando is the 

Sports Utility Vehicle that turns the game on its head.

Comfortable in any environment – from sleek city streets to off-road hideaways  

– Korando’s sophistication and strength is designed to turn heads and capture 

hearts wherever it treads.

That’s the power of attraction
From nose to tail, Korando puts the style back into SUV with its stunning good 

looks and performance. In line with Ssangyong’s relentless pursuit of automotive 

perfection – supported by the longevity and outstanding performance of 

technologically advanced diesel engines – one of the most attractive things  

about Korando is that no matter where you look, superiority is fitted as standard.

Giorgetto Giugiaro

Styled by
The Car Designer of the Century

SPR model illustrated in Vitamin Red



A dynamic 
drive 

With a commitment to driving technology forward, the power 

and performance beneath the bonnet of Korando is truly a 

force to be reckoned with. 

Spurred into action by a 2.0 litre diesel engine that uses  

an electronically variable turbocharger and advanced 

high-efficiency exhaust gas recycling intercooler, Korando 

generously generates an exciting 129kW and 360Nm of torque. 

EURO STYLE. EURO SAVVY

Australian passenger vehicles must currently comply with Euro 4 

emission standards. But, with our sights set firmly on the future, 

Korando’s diesel engine has been designed to exceed the even 

more stringent Euro 5 compliance. So, when it comes to fuel 

consumption and the environment, Korando sips rather than 

sucks, with a low 6.1L/100 km (6.4 for AWD)1 and CO2 emissions 

of just 159g/km (169g/km for AWD)2. So it doesn’t cost the 

earth to drive.

NOT TOO HOT TO HANDLE
To complement Korando’s monocoque chassis construction, 

compact sub-frames at front and rear provide ride and  

handling more in keeping with a grand tourer than a SUV. 

WHISSSSPER QUIET

Noise Vibration and Harshness (NVH) technology lessens 

Korando’s aural impact and reduces the telltale chatter  

of the traditional diesel engine to a thing of the past. 

MORE GLIDE THAN RIDE

Power steering offers maximum assistance during parking 

manoeuvres and provides greater feel out on the open road. 

McPherson-type struts up front and multilink suspension at  

rear create a silky smooth ride.

That’s the power of attraction
The thinking behind Korando constantly strives for automotive perfection, with frugal  

fuel consumption working hand-in-hand with class leading environmental compliance.  

This dedication means outstanding performance is always a given, rather than a luxury.

1 Figures quoted as per ADR 81/02 testing for Korando S manual transmission

2 Figures quoted as per ADR 81/02 testing for Korando SX manual transmission

1.
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   PERFORMANCE FEATURES 

  1: 2WD or Active AWD

 2:  2.0L eXDi diesel engine generating 

129kW and 360Nm of torque

   3: Multilink rear suspension

 4: Equal length drive shaft

 5: Tilt adjustable power steering

 6: McPherson strut front suspension

   7: Independent all round suspension

6.
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With power and performance comes responsibility. Which is why Korando takes 

passenger safety very seriously indeed. 

For starters there are six airbags – dual front, side and curtain – fitted as standard 

along with a multi-function Electronic Stability Program (ESP), which integrates 

Anti-Rollover Protection (ARP) an electronic system that assists in preventing the 

Korando rolling over in rough terrain.

Elsewhere there are other leading edge safety nets, like seatbelt load limiters, 

active head restraints and a Brake Assist System (BAS) that interprets the driver’s 

intention to brake and provides assistance in an emergency.

Along with Hill Start Assist (HSA), Full Traction Control System (FTCS) which 

prevents tyre slippage, Emergency Stopping Signals (ESS) and the ISOFIX 

standard child seat mounting system, it’s clear that Korando is a car that cares.

Either way, front or rear, young or old, you’re in safe hands in the Korando.

That’s the power of attraction
For Korando the wellbeing of all occupants is the core philosophy of the cabin 

design. Even often-handled switches have been treated with paint that prohibits 

the growth of microbes, thus preventing the spread of germs.

In safe 
hands 
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HIGH-END SAFETY FEATURES FOR LOW IMPACT COLLISIONS

Korando is designed with a high-tension steel crash box at both the front and rear 

to reduce the damage caused by low-speed bumps to minimise repair bills and 

insurance costs.

PREVENTION IS BETTER THAN CURE

While reducing the consequences of an accident is at the core of Korando’s design 

philosophy, helping drivers avoid collisions in the first place takes equal importance. 

That’s why Korando has a newly developed ABS/EBD system, which compares 

driver inputs to the steering, accelerator and braking sensors with the vehicle’s status 

and controls to ensure maximum safety in every instance. Korando’s Electronic Brake 

Force Distribution (EBD) system, which works along with the BAS applies maximum 

braking force in an emergency and decreases stopping distances when the driver is 

unable to apply full pressure to the brake pedal. 

ROLL ON, NOT OVER

ARP provides further driver assistance by preventing instability during sudden 

changes of direction. HSA is also fitted, making pulling away on slopes easier  

and safer.

THIS CAR CARES

Finally if ever a crash situation does occur, in which the airbags are deployed,  

locked doors automatically unlock, the interior light turns on and all hazard  

lights are activated. When ABS is activated, ESS warns surrounding vehicles  

of a potential emergency.
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SAFETY FEATURES

1: Anti-bacterial paint 

2:    Electronic Stability Program (ESP) 

includes BAS, ARP, ABS/EBD,  

ESS, HSA & FTCS

3: AWD lock indicator

4: Front and rear crash box

5:  ISOFIX standard child seat  

mounts (baby seat not included)

6: Emergency Stop Signal (ESS)

7: Six airbags

8: Hill Start Assist (HSA)

9: Electronic active head restraints

4.



 the driver about distance, time, fuel consumption

Inside the easy-on-the-eye style of Korando awaits the most 

technologically advanced Ssangyong ever built. As much at home on 

the superhighway as on your driveway, its combination of advanced 

systems and cutting-edge innovations, quietly herald the introduction  

of a vehicle that’s totally at one with its driver. 

TRUE BLUE

Compatible with Bluetooth appliances – Korando is able to 

communicate on the go anywhere and at anytime through Bluetooth 

phone, audio and steering wheel controls – with every variant in  

the range being connected all the time.

YOU ROCK

In the age of infotainment Korando is king with fully functioning  

CD/MP3 player and USB port and AUX plug fitted as standard right 

across the range. Download, shuffle or party mix – Korando puts an 

entire world of sound at your fingertips.

CONTROL CONSCIOUS

Designed to put both drivers and passengers in touch with their 

environment, Korando’s list of power-driven features is like a 

technological who’s who. All the usual suspects are here – keyless  

entry, one-touch power windows, heated side mirrors, seat heaters  

(SPR only), cruise control, climate control (SX and SPR only),  

fully-functioned trip computer system and power steering. 

So you’re in total control.

Features and options will vary by model.

Tomorrow's 
technology today

1.
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 the driver about distance, time, fuel consumption

That’s the power of attraction
With a long list of in-touch-with technology advancements – from Bluetooth to on-board 

trip computer that constantly measures, compares and informs real-time fuel consumption, 

distance travelled and distance to empty – Korando breaks the mould of standard features  

in conventional SUV’s. 

As advanced as it is practical – from LED dash lights and dials to intuitive seat-shapes  

and arena-like audio enhancements – Korando is totally attuned to the needs of all.
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TECHNOLOGY

1: Cruise control with ECO mode

2: USB & AUX port

3:  Climate control   

(SX and SPR only)

4: One-touch power  

 driver window

5: CD/MP3 player with Bluetooth

6: Steering wheel remote controls

7: Keyless entry

8: Side mirror (with safety light)

9:  Electronic anti glare  

rear-view mirror

10:  Trip computer - multi function 

(SX and SPR model shown)

3.

9.
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Most Australians use their car daily. That’s millions of journeys, every day. 

Imagine spending all that time without the creature comforts that come standard 

with Korando?

A CABIN WITH CULTURE

Thankfully our designers have held true to Ssangyong’s design culture – creating  

a quality cabin space that combines sheer elegance with pure common sense.

ALL SPACED OUT

From the simple and elegant instrument panel – with its two large dials separated 

by a digital display, to the modern, uncluttered control layout featuring chrome 

coloured trim to highlight the flowing lines – Korando is all about clarity, style 

and function.

The result is an interior designed to keep drivers relaxed but alert, with  

posture-sensitive seating enhancements and improved leg and head room  

that’s as practical as it is expansive, with category-beating dimensions.

That’s the power of attraction
Of course, practicality still has a place amongst luxury, with drink holders front 

and rear along with secure stowage space. Super versatile, reclining second  

row seats fold completely flat leaving an even more practical and large  

luggage area.

The comfort 
zone 

7.
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FORM AND FUNCTION

1:   Illuminated vanity mirror  

(SX and SPR only) 

2:  Rear armrest with cupholders

3: Overhead sunglass storage

4: Handbag and shopping bag hooks

5:  Fully adjustable seats  

(power on SPR)

6: Dual front cup holders

7: Large glovebox

8: Reclining and fold-flat rear seats

9:  Roomy flat rear floor

8/9.

6.

4.

5.

Interior SPR in Black



While the Korando S 2WD is the base model of the range, there’s nothing 

basic about it. Fitted and kitted with the same diesel engine performance 

and safety standards as its more luxurious cousins, the Korando S 2WD is 

the entry-level vehicle to a standard of SUV, where S stands for style.

+ Air conditioning

+ Bluetooth

+ Leather steering wheel

+ Full size spare tyre

+  Dual front, curtain 

and side air bags

+ 60:40 split rear fold seats

+ 16 inch alloys

+ Fashion rails

+ Illuminated side mirror

+ Cruise control

Korando S 2WD – Superiority fitted as standard

S model illustrated in Tonic Grey
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The Korando SX AWD takes mid-range to an entirely new level.  

Sitting comfortably between Korando S and its more sumptuous  

SPR stablemate, Korando SX comes with the added style of 17’’  

alloys, climate control and front fog lamps.

With active AWD plus lock mode and a drive train that provides  

instant, constant, automatic power Korando SX AWD is a whole lot  

of fun to drive. 

SX features all S features plus:

+ AWD

+ 17 inch alloys

+ Front fog lamps

+ Climate control

+ Illuminated vanity mirror

+ Luggage cover and net

Korando SX AWD – All Wheel Fun

SX model illustrated in Vitamin Red



The Korando SPR AWD puts the sport back into SUV.

From its stylish 18’’ alloys, front fog lamps and power sunroof to luxurious 

leather upholstery and ergonomically designed 6-way position power 

driver’s seat, this Korando has got top gear inside and out.

Rugged enough to take you safely off-road, sophisticated enough to take 

to the opera, yet versatile enough to be a true utility, the Korando SPR 

AWD puts the top of the range, within everyone’s range.

SPR features all S and SX features plus:

+ Sunroof

+ Leather seats & trim

+ Rear park assist sensors

+ 18 inch alloys

+  Air spoiler

+  Headlamp levelling device

+  Auto folding side mirrors

Korando SPR AWD – Top gear

SPR model illustrated in Ice Blue



Colour & 
material options

As you’d expect with a car of Korando’s calibre, colour 

options are plentiful, as are the choice of luxury interiors. 

Rest assured, leather or cloth, metallic paint or not, you’ll 

be impressed with the level of superiority that’s fitted as 

standard right across the range.
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Interior colours

Printed colours may vary from actual paint colours. (M) Metallic paint is available at extra cost. Colour options may vary by model.

Exterior colours

Tonic Grey (M) 

Silent Silver (M)

Sable Grey (M)

Ice Blue (M)

Grand White 

Space Black (M)

Tan cloth: SX

Black leather: SPR

Black cloth: S, SX

Tan leather: SPR

Vitamin Red (M)



Technical specs 
and options

From S to SPR, Korando is specified to the highest 

quality possible, using the very latest technology, 

build integrity, fitments and finishes. 

Dimension/Weight S SX SPR

Overall length (mm) 4,410

Overall width excl. mirrors (mm) 1,830

Overall height (mm) 1,710

Wheelbase (mm) 2,650

Track front/rear (mm) 1,573/1,558

Overhang front/rear (mm) 920/840

Min. clearance front/rear (mm) 180/195

Min. turning circle kerb to kerb (m) 5.4

M AT M AT AT

Kerb weight (kg) 1,645 1,665 1,727 1,747 1,747

Gross vehicle weight (kg) 2,180 2,260 2,260

Gross trailer braked (kg) 2,000

Gross trailer unbraked (kg) 750

Max. tow ball down weight (kg)  80

Suspension S SX SPR

Suspension front & rear 
McPherson strut/multilink

Wheels/Tyres S SX SPR

16” Alloy / 215/65R16

17” Alloy / 225/60R17

18” Alloy / 225/55R18

Full size spare tyre

Engine S SX SPR

Type D20 DTF

Capacity (cc) 1998

Bore x stroke (mm) 86.2 x 85.6

Compression ratio 16.5:1

Max. power (kW@rpm) 129/4,000

Max. torque (Nm@2,000-3,000rpm) 360Nm

No. of cylinders, configuration 4 inline

Emission class EURO 5

Diesel particulate filter

Transmission S SX SPR

Front wheel drive

Active AWD with lock mode

Manual 6 speed 6 speed

Automatic 6 speed

Fuel S SX SPR

Fuel type Diesel

Fuel tank capacity (litres) 57

M AT M AT AT

Consumption (l/100km Extra Urban) 5.2    6.1 5.5 6.3 6.3

Consumption (l/100km Comb.) 6.1    7.3 6.4 7.5 7.5

Consumption (l/100km Urban) 7.7   9.4 7.9 9.6 9.6

CO2 emission (l/100km Comb.) 159    194 169 199 199

Available

M (Manual)   AT (Automatic)

Unavailable



Form & Function S SX SPR

Air conditioning (manual)

Climate control

Power steering

Multi function trip computer

Cruise control

Power window (1 touch driver)

Power sunroof OPTION

Auto folding side mirror

Heated side mirrors

Wiper de-icer (front)

Side mirror (with safety light)

Anti-glare rearview mirror

Sunvisor with vanity mirror

Sunvisor with illuminated vanity mirror

Front fog lamp

Rear fog lamp

Headlamp levelling device

Roof antenna

Body colour mirror

Audio 6 speaker

CD/MP3 player

USB port and AUX port

Bluetooth connectivity

Leather steering wheel

Leather gear knob

8 drink holders

Adjustable front seats

Power adjustable front seats

Tilt adjustable steering wheel

Driver power seat

Driver lumbar support

Centre 3 point seatbelts

60:40 split rear folding seats

Rear reclining seats

Woven cloth seats

Leather seats

Front seat heating

Air spoiler

Roof fashion rails

Luggage net and cover

Floor mats

Door scuff plate 16

PLEASE NOTE: This brochure is designed to provide you with a general 

introduction to the Korando range (including available options). Ssangyong 

reserves the right subject to all applicable laws, to change at anytime at 

its discretion and without notice, to discontinue, change, alter, any and all 

features, designs, materials, colours, options and prices. Please always refer  

to the latest specification sheet, Ssangyong website and always consult with 

an authorised Ssangyong Dealer before placing your order.

Safety S SX SPR

Anti Lock Brakes (ABS)

Electronic Brake Force Distribution (EBD)

Emergency Stopping Signal (ESS)

Traction Control (FTCS)

Brake Assist System (BAS)

Active Rollover Protection (ARP)

Hill Start Assist (HSA)

Remote Keyless Entry

Dual Front Air Bags

Side Air Bags

Curtain Air Bags

Active head restraints

Alarm

Immobiliser

Centre high mounted stop lamp (LED)

3 Child seat anchors including ISOFIX

Warranty S SX SPR

5 year / 100,000 Kms

5 year 24-Hour Roadside Assist



Designed  
to please

SPR model illustrated in Tonic Grey



Our relentless pursuit to make every Ssangyong diesel vehicle the best in its class is 

more than an obsession with excellence in engineering, design, technology and style.

For us, it’s all about you.

Launching a vehicle that provides outstanding economy, performance and reliability,  

is nothing unless the total driver experience is absolutely outstanding.

The following is our pledge: 

NEW VEHICLE WARRANTY

The new Korando comes with our New Vehicle Warranty for the first 5 years, or 100,000 

kms, whichever comes first.*

ROADSIDE ASSIST

In the unlikely event Korando suffers a mechanical breakdown, you’re also covered  

with Ssangyong Roadside Assist, which provides owners with roadside repairs  

if necessary 24/7 – 365 a days a year for the first 5 years.*

*See www.ssangyong.com.au for full details and conditions.

That’s the power of attraction
From the ground up, Korando is a perfectly balanced alliance of style, substance and 

sophistication. Superbly appointed – even at entry level – and technologically tuned 

to today’s busy lifestyle, it sets a new benchmark for Australian SUV’s. With its strong 

European design cues and striking style pedigree, Korando is bound to create favourable 

comment, wherever it turns up. Because that’s the power of attraction.

For more information on Ssangyong and the great deal you get from diesel,  

visit www.ssangyong.com.au or call 1300 KORANDO.

Ssangyong is dedicated to customer satisfaction. 
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With stunning looks, outstanding power, road handling, comfort and safety, Korando drives diesel further towards perfection than ever before. To find out more 

go to www.ssangyong.com.au. Better still, why not call 1300 KORANDO and organise a test drive today? After all, you’ve come this far.

PLEASE NOTE: This brochure is designed to provide you with a general introduction to the Korando range (including available options). Ssangyong reserves the right, subject  

to all applicable laws to change at anytime, at its discretion and without notice, to discontinue, change, alter, any and all features, designs, materials, colours, options and prices.  

Please always refer to the latest specification sheet, Ssangyong website and always consult with an authorised Ssangyong dealer before placing your order. February 2011. 

Part No: KORANDO




